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1 Introduction 
 
This Knowledge Sharing paper introduces Project Alvarium, an open community of 
companies and technologists committed to collaborating on an emerging technology 
known as a Data Confidence Fabric (DCF). Readers will learn about the technology and 
gain an understanding of the community’s goals. 
 
Dell Technologies’ historical emphasis on trusted data delivery serves as the backdrop 
for this paper. A recent corporate press release conveys the company’s commitment to 
data. 
 
On November 12, 2019, Dell Technologies announced a set of “moonshot” goals for 
2030. With a keen focus on “Social Impact,” the company “will use its global scale, broad 
technology portfolio, and expertise” to (1) advance sustainability, (2) cultivate inclusion, 
and (3) transform lives. 1 
 
At the heart of each goal lies an indisputable common denominator: data. The press 
release highlights the industry’s lack of tools to properly manage the world’s data: 
 

“Ethics and privacy are foundational to Dell Technologies’ corporate and social impact 
strategies and are essential to executing against the 2030 goals. The company is setting 
the pace in privacy and transparency by fully automating data control processes making 
it easier for customers to access, delete or share their personal data. To amplify team 
members’ and partners’ passion for ethics and integrity, the company will use digital 
tools to make it easier to get insights from, measure and monitor compliance issues 

using digital data.”2 
 

Protecting the world’s mission-critical data is nothing new for Dell Technologies, referred 
to as the “world’s largest data protection vendor.”3  
 
Although not exclusively, the company has largely supported this claim by protecting 
enterprise data (data born and managed within an enterprise network). Highly-skilled 
security teams deploy, configure, and oversee products from Dell Technologies that 
deliver trusted enterprise data to applications. 
 
What does it mean for an application to trust the delivery of data? To answer this 
question, we turn to the following definition of “trust” from the National Institute of 
Science and Technology (NIST).4 
 
Trust: A characteristic of an entity that indicates its ability to perform certain functions or 

services correctly, fairly, and impartially, along with assurance that the entity and its 
identifier are genuine. 

 
The assurance of “genuine” data delivery better positions enterprise applications to 
perform functions and services correctly. The word “genuine” can mean different things 
to different applications, e.g.: 
 

• Always available 

• Correct 

• Valid 
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• Timely 

• Private/confidential 

• Compliant 

• Secure 

• Etc.  
 
Enterprise IT architects tune and manage enterprise data delivery so that their 
applications perform correctly when processing that data. 
 
The delivery of genuine data will become harder as 2030 approaches. IT departments 
will be increasingly challenged to deliver trusted edge data (data that is born, analyzed, 
and managed outside of a traditional enterprise network) to applications. Edge data 
sources can include IoT devices, sensors, gateways, cell phones, augmented 
reality/virtual reality devices, and employee laptops/tablets. Data from these devices 
originates outside of an enterprise perimeter. The data exists beyond the traditional 
reach of enterprise security teams. 
 
Indeed, IDC predicts5 that in the next five years, the need for enterprise-class IT at the 
edge will grow dramatically. 

 
By 2023, over 50% of new enterprise IT infrastructure deployed will be at the edge rather 
than corporate datacenters, up from less than 10% today; by 2024, the number of apps 

at the edge will increase 800%. 
 
Dell Technologies’ success in delivering trusted (i.e., genuine, per NIST), mission-critical 
data to enterprise applications does not always translate to every form of edge data. 
There are many reasons for this (discussed below). The ecosystem over which edge 
data travels is of primary concern. This ecosystem spans multiple heterogeneous 
systems, networks, vendors, and geographies.  
 
It is for this reason that Dell Technologies includes data ethics and privacy as one of its 
moonshot goals. Enterprise data is centralized; edge data is decentralized. Proprietary 
data protection architectures cannot always operate on data that spans the edge and the 
enterprise. An augmented approach is required, one that can handle edge use cases in 
ways compatible with the enterprise. 
 
While enterprise architectures cannot solve all edge data use cases, they can certainly 
inform them.  
 
In the spirit of delivering trusted data, Dell Technologies is donating code and expertise 
to the LINUX Foundation as part of Project Alvarium6. 
 
Project Alvarium will focus on building the concept of a Data Confidence Fabric (DCF) to 

facilitate measurable trust and confidence in data and applications spanning 
heterogeneous systems. The project will be seeded by code from Dell Technologies, 

with support from industry leaders including Arm, IBM, IOTA Foundation, MobiledgeX, 
OSIsoft, Unisys, and more. 

 
The term “alvarium” is a Latin word referring to a beehive. The project is so-named to 
emphasize the importance of workers (bees) collaborating to execute a common task: 
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creating a community specification (a hive) that builds trust into edge data delivery. 
Cooperation and trust occur within the beehive. 
 
Project Alvarium is defined as an open community that is building Data Confidence 
Fabric technology. 
 
In response to the growing importance of delivering trusted data from the edge, Dell 
Technologies built the first example of a Data Confidence Fabric.7 A DCF is defined as 
follows:8 
 

A Data Confidence Fabric delivers trusted data to applications with measurable 
confidence. 

 
It is important to note that a DCF measures confidence in the data delivery mechanisms 
(as opposed to just the data itself). 
  
How does a DCF measure the level of trust applied to the delivery of data?  It does so by 
(a) specifying how trust should be “inserted” during delivery and (b) providing an 
equation that “scores” the delivery confidence. Figure 1 depicts an example DCF 
configuration and how it might apply to the delivery of data in an edge ecosystem. 
 

 
 

Figure 1 - Data Confidence Fabric Configuration and Equation 
 
In the enterprise, it is the security team that assures trusted data delivery. For edge data, 
a confidence score will play that role. The DCF configuration file pictured above enables 
a definition of what constitutes the delivery of trusted (or “genuine,” per NIST) data 
across an edge ecosystem. Hardware and software technologies participate in the 
fabric’s attempt to deliver data under this definition (and are scored on their success or 
failure). Multiple DCFs can be overlaid across an edge ecosystem and provide differing 
levels of confidence.  
 
During the next decade, with billions of devices sending edge data across 
heterogeneous networks, the ability to trust that data’s delivery with a measurable 
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degree of confidence will be paramount. No one vendor can own or generate this trust; a 
community of collaborators must create a standard. 
 
This paper explores the future of edge data and how the Project Alvarium community 
can advance the adoption of Data Confidence Fabrics.  
 
Section two of this paper will highlight the differences between edge data and enterprise 
data. The complexity of geographically-distributed systems and their large attack surface 
will be emphasized. The section concludes with a Forrester Consulting survey 
highlighting that the industry struggle is real, and the need for a holistic solution is 
substantial. 
 

The third section will review the enterprise approach of inserting trust into mission-critical 

data and discuss how those techniques might apply to edge data.  

 

Section four provides more detail on building a DCF. An overview of the DCF example 

donated by Dell Technologies to the Project Alvarium community is provided. This 

overview will describe DCF configurations and scoring techniques in more detail. 

 

Section five describes a long-term benefit of DCFs: the ability to increase the value of 

data through the avoidance of fines and monetization in emerging data marketplaces. 

 

The conclusion of the paper summarizes the work and includes an invitation to join the 

Project Alvarium community. 

2 Checklist for Edge Data 
 

Figure 2 paints a picture of bringing edge data and business applications together. This 
picture helps identify a checklist of items that, when in place, improve the trustworthiness 
of data delivery. 
 

 
 

Figure 2 - The Scope of Delivering Trusted Edge Data 
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Figure 2 depicts applications (top right) that wish to analyze data coming from a wireless 
device (bottom left, e.g., cell phone, laptop, IoT sensor, etc.). There are two problems, if 
left unsolved, that can result in adverse economic impact9 on the corporation deploying 
the applications. 
 

1. Plumbing problem: how are the data and applications brought together across 
heterogeneous networks and infrastructure? 

2. Trust problem: how do the applications know that the delivered data is 
trustworthy? 

 
Solutions to the first problem are well on their way. As IDC points out, the number of 
applications running on the edge is estimated to grow by 800% in less than five years.  
Established infrastructure vendors are already figuring out ways to transition their 
existing technologies to the edge, and startups will cover gaps. A substantial amount of 
plumbing is already in place. 
 
Trusting the delivery of edge data (e.g., data coming from the device in Figure 1), 
however, is not as straightforward.  
 
Why is this? 
 
Enterprise data has historically been generated and managed within the walls of a 
corporation. Consider an application that retrieves data from an enterprise storage 
system. Security best-practices in enterprise application deployment and network 
management ensure that applications analyze data within a boundary that doesn’t 
compromise trust. 
 
When edge data arrives at an application, however, a significant number of unknowns 
exist. These unknowns are described below. 

2.1 Hardware root of trust 

 
Applications that ingest edge data do not currently have robust guarantees about the 
trustworthiness of the data’s source. Data can be sourced from a multitude of devices. 
An application may find itself operating somewhere in the middle of a collection of nodes 
that are moving data from a device to a cloud. These applications must evolve to receive 
assurances about the hardware environment in which the data initially originated. 
 
Edge devices that implement a “root of trust” can be helpful. NIST provides a definition:10 
 

Roots of trust are highly reliable hardware, firmware, and software components that 
perform specific, critical security functions. Because roots of trust are inherently trusted, 

they must be secure by design. As such, many roots of trust are implemented in 
hardware so that malware cannot tamper with the functions they provide. Roots of trust 

provide a firm foundation from which to build security and trust. 
 

What are some examples of critical security functions that a hardware root of trust 
solution can provide? Consider a gateway device (e.g., a Dell Gateway 3000 Series) that 
contains an embedded Trusted Platform Module (TPM) chip with root of trust 
capabilities. 
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A DCF configuration file can specify that all gateways in an edge ecosystem implement 
the following three root of trust features: 
 

1. Signatures on device data. The gateway uses the TPM’s unique private key, 
assigned at manufacturing, to sign any data that passes through. 

2. Secure boot. The TPM chip on the gateway verifies that the software (e.g., 
drivers, operating systems, etc.) has not been tampered with or changed. 

3. Secure onboarding. Management software that oversees the health of gateway 
devices can perform a handshaking protocol with the TPM as a way of on-
boarding the gateway after initial installation. 
 

As part of a Data Confidence Fabric, the gateway described above confirms the 
presence/activity of these three roots of trust features. It attaches DCF metadata as a 
form of assurance to upstream applications. 
 
This DCF metadata also enables the creation of a confidence score (e.g., if the device 
was not securely onboarded, the confidence will be less than one hundred percent). 
 
There are other forms of hardware roots of trust that can be used (in addition to TPMs). 
One example is Trusted Execution Environments (TEEs) that securely run applications 
in the context of a Trusted Application Manager (TAM). 
 
Depending on the use case, a DCF can require the existence of specific hardware root 
of trust capabilities, and then measure whether those capabilities were in operation 
during data delivery. 
 
The Industrial Internet Consortium (IIC) is paying close attention to the security of the 
endpoint devices described above. IIC has generated a best practices document that 
strongly recommends the use of root of trust and defines levels of trust according to a 
standard known as IEC 62443.11 DCF scoring methodologies can incorporate trust levels 
coming from standards such as IEC 62443. 

2.2 Security profile at ingest 
 
Enterprise data storage systems have robust security monitoring (e.g., a Security 
Operation Center may monitor activity on networks, endpoints, platforms, etc.). In these 
environments, only authorized access to data is allowed. 
 
Devices that generate and process edge data may not support enterprise-class 
authentication approaches. A lack of authentication puts edge data at risk from the 
unique threats (described below) that can occur outside of the enterprise perimeter.12 
 
Researchers at the Carnegie Mellon University (CMU) Software Engineering Institute are 
working on solutions that are specific to the constraints and threats of an IoT 
environment.13 They are developing methods for authentication and authorization for IoT 
devices that consider: 
 

• High-priority threats of tactical environments such as node impersonation and 
capture 
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• Operations in disconnected, intermittent, limited (DIL) environments 

• Resource constraints of IoT devices 
 
Leaving authentication unimplemented may result in any client (authorized or not) 
accessing data at will. 
 
The researchers at CMU have proposed architectures that extend enterprise 
authentication techniques (e.g., OAuth + JWT) to edge devices. Figure 3 highlights their 
architectural proposal14.  
 

  
Figure 3 - Protecting IoT Data Resources via Authorization Servers 

 
When applications access edge data, solutions to the following concerns may be critical: 
 

• Have robust authentication/authorization techniques verified all applications 
attempting to access the data?   

• Are failed/successful logins audited? 

• Who or what has been accessing data from this device? 

• Has access been correlated to specific users? 
 
Currently, there is no way for an edge application to know whether the data under 
analysis flowed through an authenticated channel.  
 
If a DCF requires authenticated channels, assurance of authentication from edge 
devices can be requested, scored, and communicated to an application. Similarly, a 
DCF may specify that audit logs describing access attempts be kept and made available. 

2.3 Detection of data tampering 

 
Prevention of tampering in an enterprise context is often the responsibility of an IT 
department; corporate security practitioners restrict physical and programmatic access 
to critical data. IT departments have a wide variety of tools from which to choose. 
 
Enterprise-class storage systems can guard against data tampering by using a variety of 
different cryptographic techniques. For example, content-addressable storage systems 
(e.g., Elastic Cloud Storage (ECS) by Dell EMC) calculate a hash during data creation 
and validate the hash when the content is requested. The use of a hash allows an 
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application to determine whether the data has unexpectedly changed (e.g., via 
tampering). 
 
In edge environments, however, there may not be any comprehensive IT department or 
security oversight. Enterprise-class, immutable storage systems (e.g., ECS) cannot be 
placed (and managed) everywhere on the edge. 
 
One of the emerging technologies offering solutions in this space is the InterPlanetary 
File System (IPFS). This solution borrows from edge-friendly BitTorrent technology in 
which lightweight nodes communicate using peer-to-peer, decentralized messaging. 
IPFS (like enterprise-class content-addressable storage systems) uses hashes to store 
and retrieve data. These hashes can also assist in the detection of tampering. What 
follows is a definition of IPFS15: 
 
The InterPlanetary File System (IPFS) is a protocol and peer-to-peer network for storing 
and sharing data in a distributed file system. IPFS uses content-addressing to uniquely 

identify each file in a global namespace connecting all computing devices. 
 
The deployment of a decentralized, open-source object store holds great promise to 
detect tampering. If device data immediately enters a “nearby” content-addressable 
object store and receives a hash value, the ability to tamper with the data minimizes. 
 
It is currently not possible, however, for an edge application to know whether this form of 
protection occurred.  
 
When using a DCF, however, an application can inspect DCF metadata to determine if 
hashes protected the data at some point on its journey. Note that this approach can be 
augmented with other techniques (such as per-message security) to help protect the 
data end-to-end.  
 
If the DCF metadata is granular enough, examining the type of hash algorithm used can 
also influence the confidence score. 

2.4 Data ownership and Governance 
 
In an enterprise application scenario, the corporation itself often owns the data. There is 
no need for an application to worry about ownership. In some cases, a corporation may 
purchase or license data from another source. Either way, applications are typically 
unaware of data ownership in an enterprise context. 
 
For edge data, ownership is more heavily nuanced and complex. When machines 
generate data, ownership can be murky. Who owns the data? The device vendor? The 
purchaser of the device? The user? Who owns the insights originating from the data? 
 
Corporations, device manufacturers, or consumers may own the data. If applications 
lack knowledge of this ownership, disastrous business results can occur. For example, if 
the owner of edge-generated data lives in California or Europe (areas with strict data 
privacy laws), an application may introduce considerable risk by using the data in 
violation of regulations relevant to those geographies.   
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As the industry progresses towards 2030, the importance of consumer ownership of data 
will only increase. For Dell Technologies to achieve privacy goals, applications must 
develop business logic that knows how to handle ownership nuances and regulations. At 
the same time, these same applications must still recognize corporate ownership of 
data. 
 
Several different technologies are looking to address these issues.  
 
For corporate data, vendors manufacture devices (e.g., gateways) with ownership 
metadata “baked into” the device. Intel, for example, uses the approach shown in Figure 
4 during secure device onboarding (SDO). SDO can establish a foundation of ownership 
during installation16. 
 

 
 

Figure 4 - Embedding Ownership into Edge Devices 
 
For consumers, there are emerging forms of identity that help establish data ownership.  
One such effort is known as Decentralized Identities (DIDs). DIDs are also called “self-
sovereign identity.” They are viewed as a promising solution to the General Data 
Protection Regulation (GDPR) issues relating to consumer data in Europe17 (and the 
California Consumer Privacy Act as well). 
 
Microsoft has been active in the development of decentralized identities and has 
proposed an architecture to move the industry forward.18 
 
A new form of identity is needed, one that weaves together technologies and standards 
to deliver key identity attributes—such as self-ownership and censorship resistance— 

that are difficult to achieve with existing systems. To deliver on these promises, we need 
a technical foundation made up of seven key innovations—most notably, identifiers that 
are owned by the user, a user agent to manage keys associated with such identifiers, 

and encrypted, user-controlled datastores. 
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This statement by Microsoft, when applied in the context of data ownership, means that 
consumers will interact with different entities (e.g., applications) via their decentralized 
identity (as opposed to a corporately-assigned identity). Figure 5 depicts Microsoft’s 
vision.19 

 
Figure 5 - Microsoft Proposed Architecture for Decentralized Identities (DIDs) 

 
The bottom layer of Figure 5 shows identity information stored in a decentralized 
ledger. These ledgers exist much closer to the edge than traditional enterprise 
identity services (e.g., centralized AD or LDAP servers). 
 
The Decentralized Information Group at MIT CSAIL is solving (among other things) data 
ownership problems20: 
 
We’re exploring how to radically change the way Web applications work today, resulting 
in decentralized architectures that enable true data ownership; working on frameworks 

that ensure information can be shared, used, and manipulated in a way that is compliant 
with regulation, business rules, social norms, and user preferences; as well as 
investigating methodologies to make algorithms trustworthy and accountable. 

 
One of the data ownership solutions at MIT is known as Solid. Professor Tim Berners-
Lee (inventor of the World Wide Web) leads the Solid project.21 
 
Users should have the freedom to choose where their data resides and who is allowed 
to access it. By decoupling content from the application itself, users are now able to do 

so. 
 
While MIT Solid and DIDs are both based on W3C standards, it is unclear whether the 
two implementations will converge. If a DCF specifies that identity/ownership should 
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always be associated with edge data, it must be able to support either of these 
implementations. 
 
Data ownership highlights a significant difference between edge and enterprise data: 
governance and compliance. Corporations have invested significantly in the use of 
enterprise-class tools to prove their compliance with corporate, national, and 
international regulations. 
 
These tools often assume that the corporation owns the data. This won’t work for edge 
data. 
 
A DCF can be helpful in this regard by requiring the registration of ownership during the 
data’s journey. The owner of the information has the right to expect that the handling of 
the data will comply with all regulations, and a DCF can specify which policies must be 
adhered to when the data is born. 
 
Also, when the owner of data is well-known, the value of that data can be more 
accurately expressed (e.g., clearly-established ownership can remove friction when 
selling data into a data marketplace). 
 
Standard data ownership semantics, however, continue to be fragmented across the 
industry. Lack of ownership semantics can result in significant fines (see Figure 19 for a 
depiction of a DCF solution to avoid these fines). 

2.5 Point of Origin Capture 
 
The history of data’s creation is often not documented in an enterprise setting. In an 
edge context (e.g., a temperature sensor on a manufacturing floor), knowing the point of 
origin and additional information can be critical (e.g., which one of my devices is 
currently overheating). 
 
The data that originates from these edge devices may not contain information about its 
surrounding geography or compute infrastructure. It is, therefore, incumbent upon the 
ingest environment to attach trustworthy provenance information. Provenance is defined 
as follows.22 
 

Data provenance provides a historical record of the data and its origins. 
 
Provenance about the origin of edge data can provide a rich context to an application 
(and therefore improve business insights). Unfortunately, there are no existing standards 
for generating and attaching provenance. 
 
Researchers at the Universities of Central Queensland and Western Sydney have been 
studying the attachment of provenance in the Internet of Things and use the diagram 
below to propose a framework for provenance generation and attachment. The IoT 
application (top center) desires to analyze provenance about the Managed Device (right-
hand side). The logic in-between these two is responsible for adding that provenance.23 
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Figure 6 - Research Architecture for Managing the Attachment of IoT Provenance 

 
Figure 6 highlights the requirement for a Management Application (top right) to configure 
the process of data provenance insertion (a DCF aspires to play that role). 
 
Once provenance information is securely attached to edge data, applications will have 
much higher confidence in their analytic insights. Provenance attachment increases the 
value of edge data. 
 
A DCF can record the attachment of provenance information to the data. Applications 
processing that data will know about this attachment and achieve higher confidence in 
their business output. 

2.6 Data Lineage 

 
Enterprise governance tools track data from its point of origin to its consumption by an 
application. Business users rely on the ability to inspect this path when incorrect data 
produces poor business insights.  
 
This problem becomes more complicated in the era of edge data. Infogix describes the 
challenge:24 
 

Thanks to big data and new data sources like IoT devices, the amount of information 
organizations consume continues to grow exponentially. Not only is it critical to know 
where that data came from, but it’s also important to understand where it has been 

within the data supply chain, and how it has changed along the way. Data’s path can be 
winding and complex, but understanding its usage and flow is a critical part of any 

enterprise data governance program. 
 
Tracking the data supply chain of IoT sensor data, for example, cannot be accomplished 
using a centralized database.  
 
Instead, the industry is beginning to explore the use of distributed ledger technology 
(DLT). DLTs can record the lineage of data: points of origin, where it’s been, who has 
looked at it, etc.  IOTA is a DLT company that is creating a ledger (known as a Tangle) 
for just this purpose. Figure 7 highlights the use of a DLT that allows a car insurance 
company to view and track the history of an international automobile incident.25 
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Figure 7 - Using a Ledger to Track Data Lineage 

 
The path depicted in Figure 7 is a graph of ledger entries. The entries show the origin of 
data (a police report of a traffic accident in Norway) and subsequent forwarding to an 
insurance company in a different country. A variety of parties (translators, currency 
converters, and mapping software) handle the data along its way. 
 
While ledgers may hold promise to track data handling from its point of origin, there are 
currently no application programmer’s interfaces (APIs) that allow inspection of the data 
supply chain in a standard way. 
 
DCFs, by their very nature, record and measure data delivery, and therefore can be 
used to keep track of this type of lineage. 

2.7 Deterministic delivery 

 
Enterprise IT systems can be tweaked and tuned to minimize data latencies. This tuning 
often enables the data to be in the right place at the right time for mission-critical 
applications. 
 
At the edge, networking technology often gets in the way of deterministic data delivery. 
In 2012, an IEEE 801.2 working group began creating a set of networking standards 
known as Time-Sensitive Networking (TSN). The group recognized that enterprise IT 
networking technologies could not deliver data precisely at the time that it was needed.26 
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Standard IT network equipment has no concept of “time” and cannot provide 
synchronization and precision timing. Delivering data reliably is more important than 

delivering within a specific time, so there are no constraints on delay or synchronization 
precision. 

 
One of the problems with TSN, however, is that it must bridge into the enterprise space. 
This bridging would allow all applications (including enterprise apps) to benefit from 
TSN. Standards are emerging that attempt to cross this bridge. The CC-Link partner 
association recently announced a new specification that attempts to unite these worlds. 
Figure 8 shows TSN characteristics extending between Information Technology (IT) 
systems and Operational Technology (OT) systems.27 
 

 
Figure 8 - IT / OT Bridging of Time-Sensitive Networks 

 
There are authorities (Time-Stamping Authorities or TSAs) and other protocols (IETF 
Time-stamp Protocols – RFC 3161) that are also relevant in this environment. 28 
 
While bridging standards are forming, however, enterprise-level applications will 
continue to face significant challenges in making time-critical business decisions using 
edge data. 
 
Time-sensitive networking is just one example of a networking technology that can 
provide an increased level of trusted delivery to an application. As a DCF is made aware 
of the use of various networking primitives, it can record their usage and thus improve 
the overall score.  

2.8 Attack surface 

 
The enterprise goes to great lengths to thwart malicious actors that attempt to penetrate 
corporate IT systems. 
 
With edge data, the attack surface exponentially grows, and traditional methods of 
exposing threats are limited in their capabilities. RSA has provided enterprise-class 
security for decades and has recently turned their attention to securing the edge and, in 
particular, IoT devices.29 
 
Traditionally, security and identity systems have operated separately from IoT systems. 
Cybersecurity teams secure and monitor IT systems; IoT systems are often managed by 
lines-of-business (LoBs) with separate engineering teams. Additionally, IoT devices may 

be deployed in the field and in potentially hostile locations with no physical security 
guarantees (e.g. an unmanned wind turbine or traffic sensors in a smart city use case). 
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In such scenarios, the IoT devices require additional protection measures against 
physical attacks such as manipulating, replacing, or spoofing devices. 

 
RSA has created a lightweight container that can run on constrained edge devices. 
Project Iris aspires to bring enterprise-class threat monitoring and detection to the edge. 
Figure 9 depicts Iris detecting threats on an Edge Gateway (the left -side of the figure) in 
partnership with the enterprise (Project Iris Cloud).30 

 

 
 

Figure 9 - Project Iris and Protecting Edge Devices 

 
Using IoT operational and security analytics, Project Iris profiles devices, baselines 
normal behavior, and detects and alerts on anomalous activities and compromised 
devices. Leveraging machine learning and with no requirement for changing the edge 
devices, Iris can secure large deployments of IoT sensors and actuators.31 
 
In addition to RSA Iris, Manufacturer Usage Descriptions (MUDs) “allow end devices to 
signal to the network what sort of access and network functionality they require to 
properly function.”32 This standard can also help build behavioral profiles.   
 
A DCF can help an application understand what kinds of threats are present, or what 
type of behavior edge devices see, as edge data travels across a distributed ecosystem. 
A DCF can annotate any increase in threat activity and, if desired, affect application 
confidence in the delivery of the data. 

2.9 Validation and Measurement 

 
Edge data can travel a long way, from a sensor on a manufacturing floor to an 
application in a cloud. It is critical that the data is semantically valid and interpreted 
correctly. 
 
How can a DCF be used to determine if faulty data is coming from a failing sensor?   
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One method is to perform range checking against the manufacturer’s specifications (see 
IEEE 1451). Alternatively, the DCF can request a comparison of an event against 
historical readings. Either approach can occur at the point of ingestion or higher up in the 
stack. 
 
These techniques allow a DCF to confirm, with some level of confidence, that a device is 
emitting sensible readings. 
 
How can a DCF be used to require that a proper unit of measurement is associated with 
the data (helping applications to interpret the data correctly)? 
 
VMware’s CTO of Edge and IoT, Dr. Greg Bollella, stresses the importance of 
associating sensor data with the System of International Units (SI Units). The use of SI 
Units increases the confidence that applications are correctly interpreting readings. He 
warns of the perils of improperly interpreting data coming from IoT sensors.33 
 

As streams of measured values from IoT sensors start to pervade everything humans 
do, the chance for errors and subsequent serious and bad consequences will grow 

dramatically. 
 
If a DCF requires the association of SI Units with all incoming sensor data, that data will 
have a much higher chance of being interpreted correctly by waiting applications. 

2.10  Industry findings 
 
The nine areas described above represent a broad range of edge data items to address. 
 
A recent survey, commissioned by Dell Technologies and conducted by Forrester 
Consulting, reinforces that the concerns above are real.34 

 
The research hypothesis for this survey states that enterprise companies are ill-
equipped to handle the security risks inherent in edge computing and IoT deployments. 
To test this hypothesis, Forrester surveyed managers, directors, and C-level executives 
from large (500 employees or more) companies that had already implemented (or are 
implementing) edge computing and IoT initiatives. 
 
Figure 10 shows the respondent profile. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IEEE_1451
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_System_of_Units
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Figure 10 - Respondent Profile from Forrester Edge/IoT Survey 

 
What makes the survey impactful is that Forrester interviewed people from the front line 
of edge computing. Indeed, 86% of them had already experienced a breach in their edge 
ecosystems. And during those breaches, data leakage or loss topped their list of 
damages. 

 

 
Figure 11 - Data leakage or loss experienced in 50% of edge security incidents 

 
It is no surprise, then, that survey respondents put data quality and integrity at the top of 
their list of concerns (just above data privacy/regulatory issues). 
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Figure 12 - Integrity and Quality of Edge Data is a Top Concern 

 
When explicitly asked about handling the integrity of edge data, from birth to delivery to 
applications and beyond, respondents indicated that the most significant gap is the 
inability to manage edge data with integrity. 

 

 
Figure 13 - Lack of Industry Confidence in the Handling of Edge Data  

 
The final survey question strikes directly at the heart of the hypothesis that the industry 
is currently ill-equipped to handle edge security concerns. Forrester defines a “holistic 
IoT and edge computing strategy” as follows: 
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A holistic IoT and edge computing security strategy includes an integrated solution 
from edge to cloud with strong device, data, identity, network, and edge/cloud 

infrastructure protections supported by a robust policy and governance framework that 
takes the needs of both IT and OT into account. 

 
This definition hits at many of the checklist items that were described in sections 2.1-2.9: 
identity, network determinism, governance, etc. When IoT and Edge practitioners were 
asked whether their organizational strategy was entirely consistent with a holistic 
strategy, the answer was a resounding “no.” 

 

 
Figure 14 - The Need for a Holistic Edge Security Strategy 

 
The issues described in Sections 2.1-2.9 have potential solutions in-flight. But none of 
them work together holistically. 
 
A Data Confidence Fabric (DCF) aspires to address this gap. If as successful as the 
code anticipates, this technology will bring the same level of trustworthiness to edge 
data as is experienced in the enterprise.  
 
The good news here is that the DCF design derives from enterprise-class data delivery 
primitives.  
 
How can this be? Enterprise infrastructure is primarily based on centralized, 
homogenous technology. Highly-skilled enterprise architects configure the data delivery 
path, surrounding the data with secure, trusted hardware and software components. In 
this environment, enterprise applications don’t trust the data itself; they trust that the 
underlying data delivery primitives are sound. 
 
By contrast, edge infrastructure is intrinsically heterogeneous and too decentralized for 
one security team. The data delivery primitives are unknown (and therefore untrusted). 
 
Can a record of the deployed data delivery primitives travel with the data itself? 
 
To answer this question, let’s look at how enterprise data is delivered. 
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3 Lessons from Enterprise Data Delivery 
 
The era of enterprise storage began in the late 1980s as companies became more 
reliant on applications, and applications became ever-hungrier for disk capacity and 
performance. 
 
Over the next three decades, customers spent tens of billions of dollars on enterprise-
class storage systems. For example, in 1994, EMC’s Symmetrix storage system reached 
one billion dollars in sales. By the time Dell had announced the acquisition of EMC in 
2016, IDC had estimated that the size of the external enterprise storage market had 
reached twenty-four billion dollars.35 
 
Why was the industry willing to invest so heavily in enterprise storage? Because 
delivering trusted data to enterprise applications was increasingly impacting the balance 
sheets of major corporations. The data protection market grew alongside enterprise 
storage, for example, because applications could not afford any downtime. Business 
interruptions to trusted data delivery could result in millions of dollars of lost revenue. 
 
The hypothesis, therefore, is that enterprise applications that analyze edge data will still 
have the same need for trusted data delivery.  
 
How does enterprise-class storage deliver trusted data? Figure 15 depicts the answer. 
Enterprise-class storage delivers trusted data via layered trust insertion.36 

 

 
 

Figure 15 - Enterprise-class Trust Insertion 

 
Figure 15 highlights that as enterprise data flows from individual disk devices (bottom 
layer) to applications (top layer), various forms of hardware and software trust insertion 
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occur. As data arrives at the top, confidence in the data is assumed to be high. This 
assurance results from the care the data received on its journey. 
 
When data confidence is high, the data’s value is high. And when the data’s value is 
high, business processes are optimized, the risk reduces, and revenue increases.  
Application processing of reliable data brings a myriad of benefits to corporate balance 
sheets. 
 
To further illustrate this benefit, the list below highlights the trust insertion layers depicted 
in Figure 15. Keep in mind that a team of experts configured these layers. The 
descriptions start at the disk level and progress up to the application. Each technology 
“inserts trust,” and applications implicitly assume the data is genuine. 
 

• Disk vendors allowed the re-formatting of the disk surface to include eight extra 
bytes (increasing sector sizes from 512 to 520 bytes). These bytes served as 
“data integrity bits” that provided additional protection for the data (e.g., the 
storing of checksum values). 

• Disk vendors also added an extra access port to disk drives. This hardware trust 
insertion technique increased the availability of the data in case of failures. 

• Disk controllers (depicted just above the disk drives in Figure 15) contained 
trusted hardware componentry (e.g., non-volatile RAMs for surviving power 
failures) to increase the trustworthiness of the data path. 

• RAID software (e.g., redundant array of inexpensive disk level 5) ran on these 
disk controllers. These algorithms could continue delivering trusted data in the 
event of a disk failure. 

• Mirrored caching software delivered trusted data faster while simultaneously 
protecting against disk controller failures. 

• Snap copy (additional local copies) and remote mirroring (extra remote copies) 
were data protection techniques that enabled business continuance in the face of 
failures of the original (or additional availability via offline analysis). 

• LUN Masking software “hid” data from some applications while allowing access 
to trusted applications. 

• Network switches could be placed side-by-side (fault tolerance), and zones 
created to provide “trusted paths” to specific data sets. 

• Load-balancing could detect how much data was flowing over specific paths and 
balance the traffic to deliver data more quickly. 

• Multi-pathing software could detect failures in pathways to the data and route 
around them, enabling continuity in the delivery of the data to applications. 

• Element managers configured trusted data delivery paths via user interfaces. 

• Content addressing (as described in section 2) provided the ability to confirm that 
the data had not been tampered with or changed. 

 
The stack described in the bulleted list above can result in significant delays in data 
delivery. However, for every trust insertion delay (e.g., the write penalty of RAID-5 
algorithms), an optimization emerged to overcome that delay (e.g., a write cache that 
sits atop RAID-5 configurations). 
 
The combination of the trust insertion components described above (both hardware and 
software) results in the delivery of trusted data in the enterprise.  
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Consider an edge data delivery environment in which the problems described in 
Sections 2.1-2.9 were solved: 
 

1. Data originates in a hardware root of trust environment with verifiable digital 
signatures and confirmation of secure boot and device onboarding. 

2. Robust access control and authentication prevent access to this data by denying 
unauthorized parties. 

3. Hash values on ingested data are generated early in the ingest process, allowing 
upstream applications to detect tampering, modification, or corruption. 

4. The identity of the data’s owner is well-known and securely associated with the 
data. Proper governance policies can be enforced based on ownership. 

5. Provenance about the point of origin is attached to the data and is 
cryptographically verifiable. 

6. Lineage metadata records the path that the data takes on its way to the 
application. 

7. Deterministic data delivery techniques move data across networks in a reliable 
and timely fashion. 

8. Threats to the data are monitored, detected, and increasingly prevented. 
9. Semantic validation and proper labeling of the data occur, increasing the odds 

that the application will function correctly when analyzing the data. 
 
This list displays all the hallmarks of trusted enterprise data delivery. Not described 
above are additional enterprise storage techniques (e.g., data-at-rest encryption, data 
sanitization). Many of them would also provide value at the edge. 
 
Unfortunately, edge applications that process this data cannot prove that these steps 
occurred. The level of trust assumed to exist in enterprise data delivery contexts does 
not translate to the edge. But this does not mean that trusted data delivery is 
unachievable. It just means that the application needs a new way to determine that it 
happened. 
 
Therefore, we must record the existence of trusted data delivery on the edge by formally 
annotating the delivery process. 
 
For example, evidence of the execution of all nine steps can be documented, digitally 
signed, and delivered to an application. 
 
Data Confidence Fabrics aim to provide this solution by annotating the trust insertion 
process. As edge data flows through a DCF framework, a record of trust insertion will 
appear alongside it, and the record is permanently associated with the data. 
 
The following section provides an overview of how a Data Confidence Fabric can 
annotate the edge data delivery process. 
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4 Data Confidence Fabrics: An Overview 
  
The introduction to this paper defined a Data Confidence Fabric (DCF): 
 

A Data Confidence Fabric delivers trusted data to applications with measurable 
confidence. 

 
What does it mean when edge data “enters” into a DCF?  
 
As data travels across a distributed (e.g., edge) environment, on its way to one or more 
applications, a DCF facilitates a well-defined (measurable) annotation process. Figure 
16 depicts this flow. 
 

 
 

Figure 16 - Annotation in a Data Confidence Fabric 

 
Figure 16 presents an example in which a device (e.g., the Wi-Fi-enabled sensor shown 
at the bottom right) generates an event (e.g., a bitstream). The event travels across a 
DCF via a distributed edge ecosystem from the device (Node A) to a gateway (Node B) 
to an edge server (Node C) to a cloud (Node D).  
 
Each node actively participates in the Data Confidence Fabric by (a) performing trust 
insertion and (b) annotating the results of the trust insertion along the way. 
 
For example, Node A may possess a Trusted Platform Module (TPM) chip that digitally 
signs data (e.g., for proving data ownership). After performing the signature, Node A 
documents the results and attaches the annotation (Meta A) to the device data. 
 
Node B (the gateway) receives both the event (the bitstream) and the annotation (Meta 
A) and performs additional trust insertion. For example, Node B can validate the TPM 
signature (if it knows the TPM’s public key), and it can attach provenance about the 
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ingest environment (hardware and software revisions, geographic location of the device, 
etc.). As Node B executes trust insertion on the event data, it records the results, 
generates the annotation (Meta B), and sends everything up the chain. 
 
The event destination is a cloud application. Along the way, trusted applications can also 
process the event (and the associated annotations) as it passes through the fabric.  
 
All DCF metadata, and the resulting confidence score, is inserted into a secure ledger. 
The ledger entry ultimately provides assurance of trusted data delivery to applications. 
 
Figure 16 highlights that trust insertion increases the overall payload size. The method of 
handling/forwarding of the trust insertion metadata (e.g., over the same path or not) will 
be a primary area of discussion in the Alvarium community. 
 
A trust insertion configuration file defines the operation of a DCF. This file can be applied 
across a distributed set of nodes, as depicted in Figure 17. 
 

 
 

Figure 17 - DCF Configuration File 

 
The configuration file depicted in Figure 17 specifies various forms of trust insertion at 
each level. The edge ecosystem attempts to insert trust based on this file: 
 

• Level zero devices perform digital signature operations on device data using their 
local TPMs. 

• Level one gateways (a) attach data provenance information to any device data, 
and (b) authenticate any attempt to inspect device data (or associated trust 
metadata). 

• Level two edge servers (a) perform semantic validation on the device data, and 
(b) store a copy of the device data into an immutable object-store. Note that edge 
servers are likely to have more compute and storage capability to perform these 
types of trust insertion operations. 

• Level three cloud applications (a) validate the TPM signature, and (b) register the 
trust metadata, and a reference to the data, in a ledger. 
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Multiple DCFs can be configured and co-exist simultaneously. Peer DCFs can also co-
exist across different companies or organizations, facilitating data exchange 
opportunities. It is also possible for third parties to install and operate DCFs on behalf of 
others (e.g., Trust-as-a-Service). 
 
One final aspect of a DCF is the ability to define equations that lead to a DCF-specific 
“confidence score.” A confidence score is valuable for several reasons. 
 

1. Confidence scores reflect the investment made into the delivery of trusted data. 
2. Confidence scores establish a baseline of trust that can improve over time. 
3. A decrease in confidence scores can signify that trust insertion operations failed 

or did not execute. 
4. Data set delivery methods can be compared against each other via confidence 

scores. 
5. It is possible to generate high-level portfolio views of trusted data assets. 
6. Statements of data’s value can derive from confidence scores. 

 
The Scoring Equation displayed at the top of the DCF Configuration File in Figure 17 
produces a numeric value. The equation is designed to be flexible and specific to any 
given fabric.   
 
If each trust insertion technology in Figure 17 produces an output of “1” (success) or “0” 
(failure), an equation can use these values as inputs producing a confidence score. 
 
An equation that uses addition, for example, could have a target confidence score of “6”, 
which means that all trust insertion technologies executed properly in the delivery of the 
data (6 out of 6 means 100% confidence in the data’s delivery). 
 

ConfidenceScore = Result (TPM Signature) + 
          Result (Data Provenance) + 
          Result (Authentication) +  
                                Result (Semantic Validation) + 
                                Result (Immutable Storage) + 
                                Result (Ledger Registration) 

 
An equation that uses multiplication could have a confidence score of “1” if all methods 
executed properly and “0” if any of them did not. 
 

ConfidenceScore = Result (TPM Signature) * 
          Result (Data Provenance) * 
          Result (Authentication) * 
                                Result (Semantic Validation) * 
                                Result (Immutable Storage) * 
                                Result (Ledger Registration) 

 
If any given method wishes to provide some variability in the reporting of its results, it 
may return a result that falls within a specific range (e.g., a number between 0.0 and 
1.0).  For example, if the “Data Provenance” method is only able to gather and attach 
four out of five desired metadata values, it can contribute a score of 0.8 (which impacts 
the overall ConfidenceScore result). 
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The Alvarium community can also explore the inclusion of DCF metadata in the 
equations. For example, if the DCF Authentication metadata contains a pointer to a list 
of failed attempts at accessing the data, the overall confidence score can be adjusted 
accordingly. Similarly, if a stronger hashing algorithm was used while storing data, the 
score may increase. 
 
The inclusion of a DCF equation, and its resulting confidence score, touches on a 
primary benefit of data confidence fabrics: measurable impact to corporate balance 
sheets. The next section discusses confidence scores and their relation to the data’s 
value.  
 
Project Alvarium is an open community of companies and technologists committed to 
collaborating on Data Confidence Fabrics. In 2020, member companies can analyze and 
improve the two assets depicted in Figure 18. 

 

 
Figure 18 – Initial Contributions to Project Alvarium 

 
The Project Alvarium community will explore a specification for edge data delivery that, 
when implemented, delivers annotated edge data. When data moves across 
geographies, vendors, or clouds, the annotations join it, and both are available for 
inspection (e.g., through consultation of a ledger). This approach advocates for a 
standard metadata format that spans the enterprise and the edge. 
 
With the general understanding of how a Data Confidence Fabric works, it is now 
appropriate to review how they can positively impact corporate balance sheets. 
 
Perhaps the most immediate and impactful way that a DCF can affect the bottom line is 
through the avoidance of fines. As more companies undergo audits of their data assets, 
they are challenged to prove that they did not violate compliance laws. 
 
If they fail at proving their compliance, significant fines can result (as discussed later in 
this paper). To avoid these fines, organizations must build auditable levels of trust into 
their edge data delivery mechanisms. 
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Figure 19 shows an additional trust insertion component known as a “policy 
assignment.” 

 
 

 
 

Figure 19 - Assignment of Data Policies in a DCF 

 
Figure 19 shows the assignment of a data policy (green oval on the bottom) to new edge 
data originating from a sensor. The policy describes the constraints applicable to the 
incoming data. As the data moves through the Data Confidence Fabric, the policy is 
visible to every node. When the data registers in the ledger (green oval on top), the 
policy permanently associates itself with the data in a ledger entry.   
 
With a DCF, any application wishing to use the data is intrinsically aware of the policy 
and can create new business logic that is compliant with the regulations. 
 
The top-level ledger entry is strong evidence that the company has proper safeguards in 
place in the face of an audit. Business applications that leverage this ledger entry to 
access the data can similarly log their adherence to the policy (providing further proof of 
compliance). 
 
In the same way that banking ledgers prove financial compliance, DCF ledgers can 
prove data compliance.  
 
How much corporate money might be saved by applications that attach compliance 
policies to newly-created edge data (and then enforce those policies)? A quick survey of 
the 2019 regulatory fines landscape reveals that the risk profile for data violations runs 
into the billions of dollars.37 
 
Another way that a DCF can impact the bottom line is by feeding more reliable data to AI 
algorithms. These algorithms often strive to make automated business decisions that 
increase operational efficiency and reduce corporate spending. When untrustworthy data 
feeds into these algorithms, automated business decisions can do more damage than 
good. The bottom left-hand circle in the Venn diagram (Figure 20) highlights this 
problem.38 
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Figure 20 - Dangerous, Risky, or Profitable Decisions Based on Data 

 
The diagram highlights that analysis (either by people or algorithms) leads to business 
actions. In the IT world, using data to make decisions has three possible outcomes:  
 

1. A lack of data results in dangerous decisions. 
2. The use of untrustworthy data leads to risky choices. 
3. Trustworthy data yields a return on investment. 

 
With DCF, an application has access to the data, the confidence scores, and the policy 
leading to the score. One hypothesis to explore with a DCF is whether increased data 
confidence scores yield a higher corporate return on investment.  
 
It makes sense that highly annotated data would yield more accurate (and profitable) 
insights. A DCF, therefore, can assist in the reduction of operational expenditures. 
 
In summary, a DCF is a holistic trust framework used to annotate the trustworthiness of 
the data delivery process. It uses distributed ledger technology to record the annotations 
permanently. For example, a DCF ledger can adequately record the components used to 
address the nine checklist items described in Sections 2.1-2.9: 
 

1. The use of hardware root of trust results in a DCF ledger entry that records the 
successful use of a TPM to sign the data. The entry also records successful 
secure boot and onboarding. 

2. An authentication and access control framework can record the existence and 
enforcement of authentication policies. 

3. When data is persisted into an IPFS data store, the hash value can then be 
entered into a DCF ledger as a way for future applications to directly reference 
the ledger (and validate that nothing was altered post-storage). 
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4. The identity of the data’s owner can also be stored in a DCF, permanently 
associating the owner with the data. Privacy policies based on identity are 
attached to the data and adhered to throughout the delivery process. 

5. Provenance about the point of origin can be added to the DCF. 
6. Lineage metadata can be accumulated along the DCF path and associated with 

the data. 
7. The use of any deterministic data delivery techniques (e.g., TSN) can be 

recorded in the DCF, as well as the actual time that the data was delivered. 
8. The threat profile at the time of ingestion can be detected by tools such as RSA 

Iris and associated with the data. 
9. Validation of data ranges and unit labeling can occur as part of a DCF 

configuration.  
 
One final DCF benefit to explore is the ability to use confidence scores for an emerging 
revenue stream: the sale of data. Confidence scores can be used as part of a calculation 
to determine the data’s value. As will be shown below, knowing the value of data can 
open the door for selling data as a new form of revenue. 
 

5 Data Confidence Fabrics and Data Value 
 
Data Confidence Fabrics have research roots in the study of data’s value.  
 
In 2017, Dell Technologies contributed to a research paper exploring the topic of data 
valuation. The paper concluded that most corporations were unprepared to place a value 
on data.39 
 

All the companies we studied were awash in data, and the volume of their stored data 
was growing on average by 40% per year. We expected this explosion of data would 
place pressure on management to know which data was most valuable. However, the 

majority of companies reported they had no formal data valuation policies in place. 
 
This lack of formal data valuation policies leaves companies in a position to miss out on 
creating new revenue streams. Accenture predicts that by 2030 twelve exabytes of edge 
(IoT) data will be monetized every day. The company believes that the monetization will 
generate trillions of dollars of value through data exchange.40   
 
Analyst company Gartner has been a thought leader in formalizing the approach to data 
valuation. Analyst Doug Laney published a Gartner report that advised corporations to 
implement valuation models:41 
 
CDOs and CAOs, with the guidance of CFOs, should establish a standard methodology 
for measuring the actual and potential economic value of key information assets to their 
organizations. Adopt one or more of Gartner's suggested information valuation models 

and perform these measurements periodically. 
 
Figure 21 depicts two of the models that Gartner suggests.42 
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Figure 21 - Example Gartner Data Valuation Equations 

 
Data characteristics like validity, completeness, and timeliness, as defined by Gartner, 
are related to trust. However, implementing Gartner’s recommendations can be 
challenging; data is typically not annotated with any of these characteristics. Or, if there 
is annotation, it is often done after the fact (which can affect timeliness). 
 
DCF confidence scores can feed into many of the variables used in data valuation 
calculations. A DCF also supports a programmable framework that allows the execution 
of dynamic equations on-the-fly. Figure 22 provides a graphical view of the addition 
process described in the previous section, along with a view of the trust insertion 
technologies contributing to the score. 

 

 
 

Figure 22 – DCF Trust Insertion Technologies and Scoring 

 
The example in Figure 22 came from a Dell Technologies lab in which a mix of open and 
proprietary trust insertion components contributed scores to the first-ever DCF. These 
components included: 
 

• Signing data via a TPM chip on a Dell Technologies Gateway 3000. 

• Capturing the provenance of the gateway’s ingest environment using Dell 
Technologies’ Boomi product. 
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• Using a certification authority and secure token server (VMware’s Open-Source 
Lightwave technology) to authenticate requests to inspect the data. 

• Immutably storing the data in an open-source object store (IPFS). 

• Storing the score and IPFS reference in an immutable ledger (using VMware’s 
open-source Project Concord consensus algorithm).  

 
Note that a DCF allows the mixing and matching of different trust insertion technologies. 
The same result was also achieved when the IOTA ledger was substituted for VMware. 
 
Figure 22 highlights the promise of a Data Confidence Fabric. A ledger entry records 
newly-created data. This entry contains both a pointer to the data (or batches of data) 
and a statement of value (the confidence score and associated trust delivery metadata). 
Ledgers have immutability characteristics as well as implied ownership (e.g., the owner 
of the private key signs the ledger entry). 
 
An open Data Confidence Fabric specification is a win-win-win: 
 

• Consumers win. As their data enters a DCF, data ownership and consumer 
privacy policies can be applied immediately. If the consumer calls into question 
the treatment of their data, DCF ledgers reconstruct the lineage over which their 
data flowed. The ownership established in those ledgers can also position 
consumers to monetize the assets that they own (and high confidence scores 
make the data asset more attractive to potential buyers). 

• Enterprise companies win. Providing a DCF deployment for consumers to use 
can lead to higher consumer confidence. Decentralized edge-based 
infrastructures will begin to exhibit the characteristics of the enterprise-class 
systems with which they interact. DCF confidence scores establish baseline trust 
instrumentation that can be measured and improved over time. DCF operators, 
like consumers, can position themselves to derive business value out of a ledger 
of owned data assets. These companies can also explore the reduction in cost 
when building and running a DCF with open trust components (e.g., IPFS). 

• Vendors win when their trust insertion technologies appear in Data Confidence 
Fabrics. As ledger technologies mature, vendor payment for trust services can be 
built on top of (or into) the ledgers themselves. 

 
Dell Technologies’ DCF contributions to the Project Alvarium community is not just a 
step towards the company’s data vision for 2030. It also represents a future business 
boost for customers wishing to ride the anticipated wave of data marketplaces (trillions of 
dollars in revenue) while avoiding the wave of regulatory fees (billions of dollars in fines).  
 

6 Conclusion 
 
A Data Confidence Fabric spans the complexity of edge ecosystems, annotating edge 
data with confidence scores that bring measurable business benefits. Figure 23 depicts 
how a DCF cuts through the complexity. Data flows through a secure, open fabric as it 
undergoes trust annotation. 
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Figure 23 – DCF Improves Business Results for Edge Data 

 
As we saw in section two of this paper, the difficulties inherent in the management of 
edge data are numerous. The Forrester survey reinforced this view and called for a 
holistic solution.43 
 

Organizations, regardless of their level of maturity, should consolidate the number of 
vendors they work with and prioritize those that can curate a holistic solution – ones with 
proven integrations and broad technology ecosystems that can address multiple needs. 

 
This consolidation is happening within the Project Alvarium community, whose purpose it 
is to curate a holistic solution: The Data Confidence Fabric.  
 
DCFs have evolved from enterprise storage systems. These systems have reliably 
supplied data to enterprise applications for decades. By distributing trust insertion to the 
edge, and annotating the process, corporations can experience significant business 
benefits. 
 
Dell Technologies has brought its data protection expertise to the Project Alvarium 
community in the form of the industry’s first Data Confidence Fabric. This fabric has 
demonstrated the feasibility of performing trust insertion and highlighted the possibility of 
generating confidence scores.   
 
Confidence scores bring new opportunities to bolster corporate balance sheets. They 
enable the reduction of fines through regulatory compliance and increase the odds of 
prudent business decisions via optimized insights on more reliable data. 
 
A DCF can be built on top of existing IoT and edge ecosystems by adding trust insertion 
components over time (in adherence to the Alvarium specification). Consumers are then 
drawn to these fabrics due to their disciplined, measured treatment of edge data. While a 
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DCF is initially targeted for the annotation of edge data, it can also provide the same 
benefits inside an enterprise (providing even more benefits to consumers) 
 
Finally, Data Confidence Fabrics guide the industry on the long-term path of data trust 
and data monetization: selling trustworthy data for profit in data marketplaces. 
 
This long-term vision brings us back to Dell Technologies’ audacious 2030 goal for 
consumer data. One of the reasons for creating a Data Confidence Fabric in the first 
place is to solve the many problems associated with handling precious consumer data 
from the edge. 
 
As Dell Technologies enters 2020, the company is investing in Data Confidence Fabrics 
for the following reasons: 
 

• DCFs support consumer data coming from Hardware Root of Trust devices and 
can appropriately label the data that originates from those devices. 

• DCFs can validate that access and authentication technology is in operation on 
the edge systems that ingest data from consumers. There is also a potential tie 
to attestation (whether the type of device is appropriate for the data or workload). 

• DCFs allow applications to check whether consumer data has undergone change 
or tampering.  

• A DCF records the environment in which consumer data originates (e.g., such as 
a hospital). This provenance will include specific information about the device 
capturing the data (e.g., similar to keeping track of the equipment and people that 
were present in a hospital delivery room), enabling additional insights. 

• DCFs can record the original owner of the data (e.g., the consumer). 

• DCFs can track what happens to the data (lineage) as it makes its way towards 
applications and beyond. It can also track data transformations and protection 
(e.g., replication). 

• A DCF can keep track of whether consumer data was delivered on time (e.g., 
deterministic delivery via the TSN described in Section 2.7) and in compliance 
with the appropriate policy. 

• DCFs can acknowledge the presence of threats to consumer data and the 
handling of them. 

• DCFs can require that data is properly labeled and validated, increasing the 
confidence that applications output correct business insights. 

• DCFs have the potential to address many more use cases, including chain of 
custody, data supply chains, and tracking derivative works. 

 
That said, the company recognizes that it cannot accomplish the 2030 goals on its own. 
Organizations that are serious about capitalizing on the rising value of edge data would 
be wise to join and contribute to the Project Alvarium community at https://alvarium.org/. 
 
Welcome to Project Alvarium: Help define the Future of Edge Data. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://alvarium.org/
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